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Baker Publishing Group, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 214 x 138 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. When you get married, you expect your relationship to be a
partnership in which you make decisions and face the world together, united. But often a husband s
perspective and a wife s perspective on the same issue can be very different and unity in decision
making can be tough. Should spouses take turns getting their way? Should they compromise? Can
they avoid making decisions altogether? Dr. Harley says there s a better way--a way in which both
partners get what they want and believe is best every time. In He Wins, She Wins, Dr. Harley
introduces the revolutionary concept of joint agreement in marriage that keeps both husband and
wife on equal footing and equally satisfied. This win-win model for negotiation starts with a simple
rule: Never do anything without enthusiastic agreement between you and your spouse. Dr. Harley
walks couples through the five most common sources of conflict in marriage, (friends and family,
career and time management, finances, children, and sex), applying the joint agreement rule in
every situation. And he teaches readers how to resolve conflicts the...
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This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II

Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  Runte PhD-- Alvina  Runte PhD
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